
Local
Government:
‘Employer of 
Choice’ 2030?



I would like to acknowledge 
and pay my respect to the Bailai, 
Gurang, Gooreng Gooreng and 
Taribelang Bunda people who 
are the traditional custodians 
of this land.



What are your 
biggest 
challenges 
relating to 
talent?











Ugh.



So why are 
you here?

Why do you do this job? 

And what keeps you 
coming back?



What if I asked 
your people?

What would 
they say?



Here’s the 
thing. 



What drives your impact?

What is the biggest factor 
in whether your Council fulfils its 

vital role - for the community 
and beyond?

Your People
- and how they choose (and 

manage) to behave.



So it’s about:

1. Attracting great candidates, with ‘the right’ 
motivations to join…

Look at your job ads and your careers pages. Are they 
telling your story? How about your social media channels?

1. And turning these into inspired hires who 
are prepared for the challenges and 
motivated by the WIP.  

How well does your application and recruitment process 
drive a positive, inclusive candidate experience? How good 
are we at selling the opportunity and opening up the 
conversation?



So it’s about:

3. Ensuring new hires land in an environment 
and a culture where they can thrive, bring 
difference and perform consistently.

3. Keeping them proud, connected and 
empowered to keep showing up, 
even when it’s hard. 

What does a new hire experience on their first day? How 
about their first week? 
Do your people own our values? Or are they posters on a wall 
or a stick to beat leaders with?  
How confident are you about the quality of people leadership 
and management? Especially leaders on the ground. 

And how are you going with recognition and appreciation?



So it’s about:

5. When it’s time for a (healthy) goodbye? It’s 
about ensuring they leave as active 
advocates of Council - as a place to work 
and as a servant of the community.

How do you exit leavers? What messages are you sending 
your people? Would (good) leavers reconnect and come 
back, if the grass isn’t greener? 



Attracting talent and shaping 
a culture of performance 
should be your number 1 
priority. 

Because it’s your greatest 
opportunity to win.

LG Leaders, here’s what I reckon: 



1. Solutions. Some fundamentals on how to attract 
great talent and keep them engaged. (20 mins)

1. A collective approach to a sector-level local 
government ‘EVP’: proposition and storytelling 
(45 mins)

1. Q&A (15 mins)

Here’s what we’re going to do from here:



The best 
candidate                 
for the job 
never applied.

We’re not a trawler;        
they’re not prawns



Employer 
branding

Recruitment 
marketing

Recruitment 
advertising

The work that helps shape 
people’s innate ‘gut sense’ about 
you as an employer. 

What do you stand for? Are you a 
good choice? What will it be like? 

This drives the fundamental 
decision to even explore a career 
with you.  

The ongoing conversation with 
prospective talent. This keeps you 
front of mind, and reinforces why 
you’re a great choice, for the right 
people. It’s more show than tell!    

Many great prospective hires never knew you were hiring. 
Others did, but were not compelled to apply.   

The vacancy campaigns where 
you seek to convert your talent 
conversation. 

Be specific and focused.  



Your employer brand is about 
what makes people want to 
work for you and bring their 
best… or not. 

It’s what they sense, feel and 
believe, not what you say.

We can’t control it, but we can 
shape it. We need to be brave, 
creative and honest.



Effective employer branding 
should deliver:

● More of the right applicants and hires
● Cost and time savings in recruitment  
● Reduced early attrition
● Higher employee engagement
● Better employee advocacy
● … and performance and contribution!

● GREATER COMMUNITY IMPACT AND 
A MORE SUSTAINABLE, SECURE 
COUNCIL  



Three key tools to attract the people 
we need, and to keep them connected:

1. Proposition
2.Strategy
3.Storytelling 

The Nirvana of Employer Branding?

Active employee advocacy



BRAND
SYNERGY

Employer
Brand

Customer
Brand

Corporate
Brand

Employer brand messaging, 
although aimed at candidates and 
employees, is broadcast openly. 

Therefore, it is open to 
interpretation by a range of 
stakeholders through differing 
lenses. 

Aligning your employer brand and 
EVP with your corporate and 
customer brands creates brand 
synergy, helping to increase brand 
equity and maximising your 
return on investment.

When reviewing, consider the 
different lenses through which 
this might be viewed:

● Potential candidates

● Current Council employees

● Residents, families, businesses 
and the wider community

● Other political stakeholders

Employer Brand Impact and Overlap



kickstarter

The power of 
storytelling

● Best ever 
content 
performance

● Exceptional 
recruitment -
44 hires (only 
8 from 
external 
agency)

● Employee 
connection / 
engagement: 
award 
nominations 
and referrals!

● Momentum, 
credibility and 
buy-in 







A collective approach: 

a sector-level local 
government ‘EVP’?

Proposition and 
storytelling activity
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What is an 
Employee 
Value 
Proposition? 

Your EVP is your articulated ‘people deal’ 
- your ‘Why work for us’. 

It’s about articulating clearly, succinctly 
and consistently, why you’re a great choice, 
for the right people, with the right 
motivations.  

At its best, it should capture succinctly and 
creatively:
● what you offer
● what it’s like
● what employees should expect of you; 
● and what you expect of them.  

We love EVPs that showcase the challenges 
and WIP, as much as the great stuff.



Unearth and unpack 
the ‘why’, the ‘story’ 
and the ‘feel’. 

Then bring it to life.

Great EVPs come 
from listening and 
discovering.



We really need to ask your people. But here’s a starting point:

Group activity
Task 1: Discuss and note bullet points on:

1. Overall, what are the 3-5 main reasons you think the people we 
need should choose to work in local government?

1. How would you describe what it’s like to work in LG? 

1. What are the things we need candidates to know before they join?

1. What do people ‘need’ in order to thrive and love life in LG?

Task 2: Now give at least one real example for each point!



The power of 
storytelling



Our experiences shape who we are, 
how we feel and what we bring.

And our stories connect us. 



Storytelling is also 
A very powerful way to:

1. Drive pride, connection (and performance!) 
among your team

1. Shape the culture and behaviours you need 

1. Attract the right people to join you and stay 



What stories would 
you share?

Who would you 
celebrate (and clone 
if you could)?







What you do is hard. 

And it truly matters. 

You’ve got this. 



Thank you! 
(Want a free guide on Employer 
Branding for Local Government? 

Feel free to message me on LinkedIn)


